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Rock Lobster Industry — Adjournment Debate 

Hon NORMAN MOORE: In respect of the rock lobster industry, I am happy to have a debate with Hon Jon 
Ford any time about that. What I have discovered since I have held this portfolio is that no hard decisions of any 
consequence have been made—ever—on this matter. A very serious problem is now facing this industry. The 
problem is that neither Hon Jon Ford, nor I nor the scientists, know with any great certainty what has caused the 
problem with the extremely low to nil puerulus count. As Hon Jon Ford would also know, the low puerulus 
count does not relate to this season’s catch. It relates to the catch three or four years down the track. Therefore, 
this industry is facing potentially very low catches for the next three or four years. If there is an increase in the 
puerulus count this year, in three or four years we might get an increase in the number of rock lobster available 
to catch. So we are dealing with a very serious issue.  

I have spent many, many hours working on this issue. Hon Jon Ford says I should just go to Treasury and get a 
big bucket of money and say to the rock lobster industry, “Help yourself and off you go.” I have a simple view 
on this matter. The state government receives virtually no taxation from any industries other than those that pay 
royalties. We get payroll tax from large companies. However, the taxation that is paid by the rock lobster 
industry and paid by farmers is paid to the federal government. If the federal government thinks it is good 
enough to pay exceptional circumstances relief to farmers, there is no reason that it cannot pay exceptional 
circumstances relief to cray fishermen if indeed the circumstances surrounding that industry are exceptional 
circumstances. That is for Minister Burke and his bureaucrats to determine. The western rock lobster industry, 
while it is part of Western Australia and is managed by the state government, is part of Australia. The federal 
government has a responsibility, just as the state government has a responsibility, to this industry, bearing in 
mind that it is the level of government that has been taking taxation from this industry for years.  

I am working very hard on this problem. I did notice the letter in today’s paper. I am sure Hon Jon Ford read it 
carefully, and I am sure he will come to the conclusion, as I did, that some of it is okay, and some of it is 
rubbish. The trouble is that this man is telling people that the science is wrong and we should not believe the 
science. My view, and I am sure Hon Jon Ford has the same view, is that the precautionary principle must 
prevail. We need to work on the basis of the worst possible outcome, because once we go below the threshold—
the biomass of rock lobster—we will destroy this industry, just as Hon Jon Ford came to the conclusion as the 
minister that we were going down that same path in respect of demersal scalefish. The member had a go at me 
about that, but the bottom line is that the research carried out by the government—which was promised before 
the election—drew the conclusion, as did the member when he was minister, that we needed a 50 per cent 
reduction in the catch of demersal scalefish in the west coast area. I accept that science and I am putting in place 
some mechanisms to try to reduce the catch by 50 per cent. Whether the member agrees with the management 
strategy that the government has put in place is entirely up to him, but we have chosen to go down this path, 
which is different from the previous government’s course of action, for all sorts of reasons, and I am happy to 
debate that at any time the member wishes. However, he should be aware that we are very serious about 
resolving this issue. For recreational fishing, as for commercial fishing, the 50 per cent reduction is based upon 
the precautionary principle and the best scientific advice we can get. Every fisherman one speaks to says that 
there are millions of fish out there; but if we just keep catching them, we will finish up like the cod fishery of the 
Grand Banks of Newfoundland, with no fish left at all. That is the problem we have. It is regrettable that 
decisions had not been made in this portfolio for a very long time, and to give Hon Jon Ford his due, he started 
making decisions. I suspect that if he were still sitting on this side of the chamber, he would be doing the same 
things I am doing, and getting some support from me on the basis of what I now know, which is much more than 
I knew about six months ago.  
 


